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the MQW distribution

56% PLQY for PNPL-PMMA films

2.0% optical conversion efficiency

for 10 3 10 cm PNPL-based LSCs
By judiciously engineering solvent and anti-solvent ratios during the preparation of

precursors, Li et al. exploit solvent-Pb2+ coordination to control the multiple

quantum well (MQW) distribution in perovskite nanoplatelets (PNPLs). They report

10 3 10 cm luminescent solar concentrator (LSC) devices based on PNPL/

poly(methyl methacrylate) composites; these reach an optical conversion

efficiency of 2.0%.
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SUMMARY

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) enable large-area collection of sunlight

relevant to building-integrated photovoltaics. Reduced-dimensional metal

halide perovskite nanoplatelets (PNPLs) have recently emerged as candidates

for low-loss large-area LSCs due to the optoelectronic properties of perovskites

combined with the large Stokes shift attainable using the multiple quantumwell

(MQW) structure. LSCs using bromine-based PNPLs have been demonstrated;

however, the band gaps of bromine-based perovskites limit the absorption

range. Iodine-based PNPLs allow broader absorption, but emission can be

achieved only if the chemistry of PbIx
2�x precursor complexes is engineered

to provide the appropriate MQW distribution. Here, by controlling the polarity

and Lewis basicity of the precursor solution, we modify the solvent-Pb2+ coordi-

nation and synthesize PNPLs having a uniformMQW distribution. This improves

energy funneling, enabling a film PLQY (photoluminescence quantum yield) of

56% and 10 3 10 cm LSCs with an optical conversion efficiency of 2.0%, a 1.3-

fold enhancement compared to the best previously reported room-tempera-

ture-fabricated perovskite LSCs.

INTRODUCTION

Luminescent solar concentrators (LSCs) concentrate sunlight incident from a

large area to a smaller one, reducing thereby photovoltaic (PV) materials consump-

tion. An LSC is a semi-transparent optical slab in which luminescent chromophores

are embedded in a transparent waveguide. Chromophores absorb the incident pho-

tons—ideally across a broad energetic spectrum—and reemit photons at a longer

wavelength. The reemitted photons are then wave guided to the edges of the

LSC, where solar cells convert the now-concentrated light into electrical power.

Different chromophores have been investigated for LSC applications, including

quantum dots (QDs),1–8 organic dyes,9–13 and rare-earth ions and their organic

complexes.14–17 The Stokes shift—the difference between the absorption onset

and the emission wavelength—of these chromophores is intentionally engineered

to be large to ensure that reabsorption during waveguide propagation is minimized.

Recently, metal halide perovskites have emerged as candidates for LSC chromo-

phores18–24 due to their spectral tunability and the ease with which they can be so-

lution processed. In particular, reduced-dimensional perovskites are suited for use

in LSCs since the energy funneling provided by multiple quantum wells (MQWs)25

results in a large Stokes shift and efficient photoluminescence (PL). A room-temper-

ature synthesis of colloidal reduced-dimensional perovskite nanoplatelets (PNPLs)

Context & Scale

Luminescent solar concentrators

(LSCs) concentrate sunlight

incident from a large area to a

smaller one, thereby reducing

photovoltaic (PV) materials

consumption and enabling

building-integrated PV. Reduced-

dimensional metal halide

perovskite nanoplatelets (PNPLs)

have recently emerged as

candidates for low-loss large-area

LSCs, since they combine the

optoelectronic properties of

perovskite materials with reduced

absorption-luminescence spectral

overlap. Prior LSC studies based

on PNPLs used bromine-based

perovskites, and their absorption

spectral range was limited to

wavelengths shorter than 520 nm.

We engineered the precursor

chemistry of iodine-based

perovskites to realize a room-

temperature synthesis of PNPLs

that exhibit a substantially uniform

distribution of quantum wells. The

high photoluminescence

quantum yield led to an optical

conversion efficiency that is 1.33

higher than in the best previously

reported room-temperature-

fabricated perovskite LSCs.
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has been applied to LSC fabrication, achieving a maximum optical quantum effi-

ciency (OQE) of 26%;19 however, the OQE only accounts for the ratio of the number

of photons emitted from the LSC edges to the total number of absorbed photons,

irrespective of the number of photons incident on the optical slab. The absorption

range of bromine-based PNPLs used in previous work is limited, resulting in an op-

tical conversion efficiency hopt (the ratio of the output power from the edges of LSCs

and the input power on the top surface of the LSC) of 1.5%. There is thus significant

interest in developing iodine-based PNPLs to capture more of the broad solar

spectrum.

In contrast with the case of bromine-based perovskites, iodine-based perovskites

require that special attention be paid to the chemistry of the precursor solution:

several iodoplumbate complex species (PbIx
2�x, where x = 2–6) form in the solu-

tion,26 and these significantly impact the properties of the final perovskites.27–32

To date, research on iodoplumbate species in perovskite precursor solutions has

focused on bulk 3D perovskite thin films. These important insights have yet to be de-

ployed in nanocrystal synthesis.

Here, we report a room-temperature colloidal synthesis of iodine-based perovskite

NPLs that enables low-loss and efficient LSCs. By combining solvent and anti-sol-

vent in different ratios during preparation of the precursor solution, we engineer

the solvent-Pb2+ coordination to control the MQW distribution in the final PNPL

solution. This is the first report in which the distribution of colloidal PNPLs is

reliably controlled, and it enables us to report LSC devices based on PNPLs-

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) composites having an optical conversion effi-

ciency of 2.0%, which was reached on 10 3 10 cm panels. This is a 1.3-fold

enhancement compared to the best previously reported room-temperature-fabri-

cated perovskite LSCs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Solvent-Pb2+ Coordination Engineering and Synthesis of PNPLs

In a traditional room-temperature colloidal synthesis,33 perovskite precursor salts

are first dissolved in high-polarity solvents (e.g., dimethylformamide [DMF] and

dimethyl sulfoxide [DMSO]), and this mixture is then added to an anti-solvent with

lower polarity (e.g., chlorobenzene [CB], toluene): the rapid change in solubility

forces precipitation of the constituent precursor salts, forming nanocrystals directly.

This method has been used to synthesize bromine-based PNPLs;19 however,

when we first applied this method to iodine-based PNPLs, we obtained weak

emission (photoluminescence quantum yield [PLQY] < 0.1%) from the final prod-

ucts. We noticed that in the absorption spectrum of the precursor solution, there

was a strong peak at 324 nm (Figure 1A): this peak can be attributed to solvated

PbI2 complexes in the precursor solution.27 The weaker peak at 374 nm is attrib-

uted to PbI3
�.27 We noted that similar peaks were not present in the bromine-

based precursor solution and hypothesized that the formation of iodoplumbate

complexes—in particular PbI2—was limiting the emissivity of the final iodine-based

PNPLs. We reasoned that, because the PbI2 complex is the farthest from the nom-

inal [PbI6] necessary to form the final perovskite and is the least reactive, its

presence was preventing the formation of nanocrystals. We attribute the

absence of bromoplumbate complexes to the stronger ionic attraction between

Pb2+ and bromide in PbBr2, as the bromide ion has smaller ionic radius than the

iodide ion.
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We sought therefore to modify the PbI2 complex concentration in the precursor

solution. As previously reported, the iodoplumbate distribution in the precursor

solution is affected by several factors, including the Pb2+/I� ratio,27,29,31 solvent

polarity,28 and Lewis basicity34 of the solution. We varied the Pb2+/I� ratio (i.e., vary-

ing the nominal <n> value) while using DMF as precursor solvent, but the PbI2
complex was still prominent in the precursor solution, and the final PNPLs were still

unstable and weakly emitting. We then attempted to modify the solvent polarity and

basicity, through the simple expedient of introducing CB, which was used later as the

anti-solvent for the formation of the nanocrystals, into the precursor solution (see

Experimental Procedures). We immediately noticed that the addition of CB signifi-

cantly impacted the iodoplumbate complexes in the precursor solution. Figure 1B

shows the variation in the absorption spectra of the precursor solution upon

Figure 1. Solvent-Solute Coordination Engineering of PNPL Precursor Solutions

(A) Absorption spectra of 5 mM nominal n = 3 iodine- and bromine-based perovskite (HA2MA2Pb3X10, X = Br, I) precursors in pure DMF.

(B) Absorption spectra of 5 mM nominal n = 3 iodine-based perovskite HA2MA2Pb3I10 precursors in DMF-CB complex solvent with various CB

percentages. Lines from light to dark red color denotes DMF/CB ratio of 1:0, 5:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, 1:5, 1:10, 1:15, 1:20, 1:30, 1:40, and 1:50, respectively.

(C) Normalized absorption peak intensity of PbI2 and PbI3
� as a function of CB percentage in precursor solution.

(D) Schematic illustration of the modified room-temperature colloidal synthesis of PNPLs through solvent-solute coordination engineering and

schematic structure of reduced-dimensional PNPLs with different n values.
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increasing the ratio of CB:DMF in the final solution. To avoid saturation of the optical

density, the solution was diluted 50 times prior to the measurement. After dilution,

the concentration of hexylammonium iodide (HAI), methylammonium iodide (MAI),

and lead iodide (PbI2) are 10, 10, and 15 mM, respectively. The absorption peaks at

324 and 374 nm correspond to PbI2 and PbI3
� complexes, respectively.27

To explore how CB percentage would affect the iodoplumbate distribution, we

normalized the absorption at 300 nm for better comparison of the relative intensity

of PbI2 and PbI3
� peaks. The concentration of PbI3

� complex (the peak at 374 nm)

continuously increases and the concentration of PbI2 complex (the peak at

324 nm) decreases with increasing CB content, and when too much CB is added,

the precursors salts are no longer stable. This results in a peak at 388 nm, which cor-

responds to perovskite product (Figure 1C), as the precursors begin to precipitate.

The effect of CB percentage on the iodoplumbate distribution is also significant

when the methylammonium (MA) is replaced with formamidinium (FA) (Figure S1).

We attribute the variation in the iodoplumbate distribution to the polarity and Lewis

basicity of solvent molecules, as has been previously reported.28,34 DMF is a high-

polarity solvent with a Gutmann’s donor number (DN) of 26.6 kcal/mol,35,36 while

CB is less polar with a DN value of 3.3 kcal/mol.35,36 DN is a quantitative measure

of Lewis basicity and describes the strength of interactions between Lewis-basic

solvents and the Lewis-acidic Pb2+ center of iodoplumbate complexes in solution.

DMF molecules with high DN compete with I� for coordination sites around Pb2+,

making PbI2 complex dominant in the solution. The introduction of CB lowered

the overall DN of the precursor solution, promoting the formation of more reactive

iodoplumbates with a higher number of coordinated iodine ions.

Structural Properties of PNPLs

To determine the effect of the iodoplumbate complexes on theMQWdistribution of

PNPLs, we studied the structural properties of drop-cast PNPL films prepared

from different precursor solutions. It was not until the CB percentage in the precursor

solution reached 50% (i.e., a 1:1 ratio of CB:DMF) that we obtained strongly emitting

PNPLs (Figure 1D). When the CB percentage reached 80%, the precursor solution

turned cloudy, indicating that PNPLs had already formed, even before being added

to the larger amount of CB. The cloudy solution was non-emissive.

We thus focused our attention on drop-cast PNPL films with precursor CB percent-

ages of 0%, 50%, 60%, and 70%, respectively to understand the impact the tailored

iodoplumbate complex distribution had on the final PNPLs; we employed X-ray

diffraction (XRD) and grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) to

study the structural properties of the films. XRD of PNPL films (Figure 2A) showed pe-

riodic (00l) diffraction peaks at low angles, indicating the nanoplatelets stacked par-

allel to the substrate. Although the perovskite precursor concentration and ratio

(nominal <n> = 3) were fixed, each sample had a different MQW distribution—

different sets of (00l) peaks of various n appeared with different relative intensities.

The control film (0% CB) consisted mainly of n = 1 and n = 7 phases, while the film

with 70% CB in precursor was predominantly composed of the n = 3 phase and a

small amount of the n = 2 phase. The 60% CB film had a similar MQW distribution

as the 70% one but had stronger bulk unit cell peak intensities at 14�, 14.2�, 28.2�,
and 28.6�, indicating a higher portion of high n (>10) or bulk perovskite. In the

50% sample, n = 1, 2, 3, and 6 and bulk unit cell peaks all appeared, indicating

that a broad MQW distribution was obtained; this provides both an improved ab-

sorption range and more efficient energy funneling, enabling a higher PLQY and op-

tical conversion efficiency. GIWAXS measurements of the PNPL films yielded similar
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peak information as shown in the XRD, while the integrated intensities of the (00l)

peaks along the qz direction indicated that these planes lay parallel to the substrate

(Figures 2B–2E).

A different distribution of iodoplumbate species in the precursor solution resulted

in different crystal formation kinetics of MQWs, affecting their final distribution. We

probed in situ the formation of the nanoplatelets by measuring the PL spectra evo-

lution during the reaction (Figure S2). PbI3
� is closer than PbI2 to the [PbI6]

Figure 2. Structural Studies of Drop-Cast PNPL Films

(A) X-ray diffraction of PNPL films.

(B–E) GIWAXS spectra of PNPL films with precursor CB percentage of 0% (B), 50% (C), 60% (D), and

70% (E).
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octahedra framework in the final perovskite, as the Pb2+ has a higher coordination

number with I�. When a pure DMF is used as the precursor solvent, the high DN

value prevents the formation of higher-order iodoplumbate complexes: as

a result, 2D perovskite with n = 1 (evidenced by the weak PL peak at �520 nm),

distinct from the nominal n = 3 precursor ratio, rapidly forms. The rapid formation

of pure 2D perovskite is expected as n = 1 has the lowest formation energy and

the strongest van der Waals interaction25,37,38 between the stacked bulky organic

cations (HA). After the consumption of most of the bulky organic cations, the re-

maining precursor salts were left to nucleate without the confining bulky cations,

resulting in a large concentration of high n quantum wells. However, the emission

of the solution rapidly (�2–3 s) decayed as the reaction progressed due to the un-

balanced MQW distribution and the instability of the nanoplatelets in solution (Fig-

ures S2A and S2B). In contrast, when a high CB percentage (70%) is present in the

precursor solution, there is an abundance of higher-order iodoplumbate com-

plexes, which enables fast crystallization (in < 0.2 s) of PNPLs that are sharply

distributed around the nominal starting ratio of n = 3 (Figures S2C and S2D).

When an optimal ratio of CB is used, formation of both low n and higher n quantum

wells occur; the low n quantum wells form faster due to lower formation en-

ergy.25,37,38 As a result, the PL peak continuously red shifts during the first 10 s

of the reaction. The final product has a uniform, broad distribution of quantum

wells with efficient energy funneling (Figures S2E and S2F). We characterized the

morphology of the as-synthesized nanoplatelets with transmission electron micro-

scope (TEM): the PNPLs have a lateral size of �20 nm and thicknesses ranging from

3–5 nm (Figure S3). The varied widths of the observed nanoplatelets confirm the

PNPLs are composed of MQWs with different n values.

Photophysical Studies

We then diluted the PNPLs in a polymer host matrix of PMMA and drop-cast PNPLs-

PMMA composites on a 2.5 3 2.5 cm glass slab to fabricate small-area LSCs and

characterized their photophysical properties. To evaluate the optical loss, we

measured the PLQY of the LSC devices before (PLQYtotal) and after (PLQYsurface)

covering the edges with opaque carbon paste. We then calculated the edge

coupling efficiency hedge using the following formula:

hedge =
PLQYtotal � PLQYsurface

PLQYtotal

The LSC device fabricated with 50% CB inclusion in the precursor solution has 56%

PLQY with 65% edge coupling efficiency and a 37% OQE with the peak PL wave-

length at 710 nm. The PLQYtotal, OQE, and hedge decrease when the CB percentage

in precursor is increased to values greater than 50% (Figure 3A). We attribute the

decreased efficiency to a decrease in radiative recombination, combined with

larger absorption-photoluminescence spectral overlap (reduced Stokes shift) due

to the sharp quantum well distribution around n = 3. Time-resolved photolumines-

cence (TRPL) spectra taken at the peak PL wavelength for each sample revealed

that the average lifetime increased with increasing CB content (Figure 3B). Each

PNPL should exhibit similar radiative rates, but the non-radiative rate will vary due

to surface traps and proximity of neighboring PNPLs. We calculate the radiative life-

time trad for each sample, given by

trad =

Pn
i = 1Aiti
PLQY

where ti is the single exciton decay lifetime and Ai is its relative fraction.39 As

shown in Table S1, trad increases with CB percentage, indicating a decreased
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radiative rate. The decreased radiative rate may be due to the decreased content of

n = 7–10 nanoplatelets, which are excellent emitters when in a funneling structure;25

as the radiative rate is extracted from the ensemble of different MQWs, it will be

greatly influenced by the distribution of MQWs. Figure S4 shows the spectral overlap

of the 50% CB sample compared to the 60% and 70% CB samples. To compare

quantitatively the spectral overlap, we define the LSC quality factor QLSC as the ratio

of the absorbance at 500 nm and the absorbance at the PL peak wavelength. As

shown in Figure S5, the 50% CB sample has the highest QLSC of 34, corresponding

to the lowest spectral overlap.

We also carried out narrowband ultrafast TA studies to probe the quantum well dis-

tribution and the charge transfer in each sample. Figures 3C–3E show the TA spectra

Figure 3. Photophysical Studies of LSCs Based on PNPLs-PMMA Composites

(A) PL peak wavelength, PLQY, OQE, and edge coupling efficiency (hedge) as a function of CB

percentage in precursor solution.

(B) PL decay (discrete points) and its tri-exponential fit (solid line).

(C–E) TA spectra (solid line) of LSCs with precursor CB percentage of 50% (C), 60% (D), and 70% (E)

Gaussian fitting of the TA spectra for various n values (dashed line) enable the identification of the

distribution of bleach intensities (histograms [C]–[E]).

(F) TA spectra for 50% CB sample at various TA bleach peaks as a function of delay time.
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of each of the 50%, 60%, and 70% samples at a probe delay of 1 ps. In each case, a

sum of Gaussian curves was used to fit the experimental curve.40 We centered the

Gaussian curves at the center absorption wavelength of different quantum wells.40

By integrating the area of each curve, we estimate the distribution of quantum wells

in each sample. For the 50% sample, a uniform distribution of n = 4–10 is observed.

For the 60% sample, we observe a strong presence of n = 4, with the presence of

some higher n peaks, up to bulk. For the 70% sample, there is predominantly n =

3 and n = 4. These distributions agree with the XRD obtained earlier, although these

films were prepared with PMMA, whereas the XRD films were not.

Figure 3F shows the time evolution of various bleach peaks for the 50% sample (see

also Figure S7 for the 60% and 70% samples). The data were normalized to the

signal at 1 ps and offset for clarity. Over the first 100 ps, there is a significant

rise in the bleach peak corresponding to the n = 7–10 signal, accompanied by a

significant fall in the n = 3 sample. The n = 5–6 signal remains roughly constant

over this time frame, indicating that there is transfer from the n = 3 to the n =

5–6 and n = 7–10, and also transfer from the n = 5–6 to the n = 7–10 wells. Photo-

luminescence excitation (PLE) spectra (Figure S6) also evidence efficient energy

transfer. Efficient energy transfer indicates that different n phases co-exist and

interact within a given platelet, including when the PNPLs are incorporated into

the PMMA matrix.19

Performance of PNPLs in Large-Area LSCs

We fabricated large-area LSCs (10 3 10 3 0.2 cm) and acquired current density-

voltage measurements for LSC devices under outdoor conditions to demonstrate

application (Figures 4D and S8). PNPLs-PMMA composites were deposited on

both sides of the glass substrate to maximize absorption while maintaining low reab-

sorption loss. We measured the photogenerated currents of a polycrystalline silicon

(c-Si) solar cell with and without coupling to the edge of an LSC device. The optical

conversion efficiency hopt was calculated as:

hopt =
Pout

Pin
=

ILSC
ISC 3G

where ILSC is the short circuit current generated by the c-Si solar cell coupled to the

LSC, ISC is the short circuit current of the same solar cell under direct solar illumina-

tion, and G is the geometric factor of the LSC film (G = Areafront/Areaedges). With an

ILSC/ISC value of 25.3% and a geometric factor of 12.5, the best LSCs, with precursor

CB percentage of 50%, achieved an optical conversion efficiency of 2.0% (Figure 4D).

This is a 1.343 improvement compared to the previously reported 103 103 0.2 cm

LSCs based on the best perovskite LSC fabricated at room temperature. The

external OQE, which is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted

from the edges of the LSC to the total incident photons, is 1.1% (Note S1). This

also yields a 1.263 improvement compared to the LSCs based on bromine-based

PNPLs. LSCs with 60% and 70% precursor CB percentage have hopt of 1.7% and

1.3%, respectively (Figures S8B and S8C). In addition to the improved performance,

our LSCs have a neutral color (Figure 4B) compared to the green color of the

bromine-based LSCs.19 The neutral color is compatible with integration of LSCs.

We further characterized the best performing LSCs made from the 50% CB PNPLs.

As seen in Figure 4A, due to the large Stokes shift introduced by the MQW distribu-

tion, the spectral overlap between the absorption and emission spectra is signifi-

cantly suppressed. We confirmed the suppressed reabsorption by measuring the

PL spectra from the waveguide as a function of optical path by varying the
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excitation-collection distance. The peak PL intensity retained 40% of its initial value

at 6 cm optical length when compared with the 2 cm optical length (Figure 4C). We

also characterized the morphology and roughness of the LSC surface using atomic

force microscopy (AFM). As shown in Figure S9, the PNPLs-PMMA surface has a

root mean square (RMS) roughness of 0.6 nm. Scattering loss is suppressed by the

smooth surface. In light of the high optical efficiency, scattering loss within the

PNPLs-PMMA composite is low, and we propose that the PNPLs are substantially

evenly distributed in the PMMA matrix.

Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrate that solvent coordination with Pb2+ in iodine-based

perovskite precursor solution can be engineered by varying the average polarity

and Lewis basicity of the precursor solvent, and this greatly impacts the crystalliza-

tion kinetics of PNPL formation and the subsequent final MQW distribution. We

determined that a 50% CB + 50% DMF combination of precursor solvent tunes

the crystallization kinetics such that a uniform MQW distribution is obtained, which

improves both energetic funneling and minimizes reabsorption loss. Only with this

method can we obtain highly emissive iodine-based colloidal PNPLs with broad

and even MQW distribution—the PLQY of the PNPLs achieved 56% in film. The

10 3 10 cm LSC panel based on the corresponding PNPLs-PMMA composites

achieved an optical conversion efficiency of 2.0%, which is the highest among

room-temperature-fabricated perovskite LSCs. This work offers improved syntheses

of iodine-based nanocrystals, enabling their application in broader optoelectronic

devices.

Figure 4. Solvent-Solute Coordination Engineering Enables Low-Loss Large-Area Perovskite

LSCs

(A) Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of LSCs of perovskite NPLs.

(B) Photograph of a 10 3 10 cm PNPL-based LSC.

(C) Photoluminescence spectra of PNPLs collected at the LSC edge as a function of the distance

between the excitation spot and the collection edge.

(D) The J-V curves of the c-Si solar cell with and without coupling to the edges of the PNPL-based

LSC.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Materials

Lead bromide (PbBr2, 99.9%) and lead iodide (PbI2, 99.9%) were purchased from

Alpha Aesar. N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 99.8%), CB (99.8%), oleic acid

(>99%), oleylamine (>98%), and PMMA (molecular weight �120,000 by gel perme-

ation chromatography) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Methylammonium

bromide (MABr), MAI, hexylammonium bromide (HABr), and HAI were purchased

from Great Cell Solar. All chemicals were used as procured without further

purification.

Perovskite Nanoplatelet Synthesis

0.2 M HAI, 0.2 M MAI, and 0.3 M PbI2 were dissolved in DMF or DMF-CB complex

solvent. The HAI:MAI:PbI2 = 2:2:3 ratio correspond to a nominal <n> = 3

reduced-dimensional perovskite composition (HA)2(MA)n�1PbnI3n+1. 5 mL of oley-

lammine and 10 mL of oleic acid was then added in 0.4 mL of the solution. 40 mL

of stock precursor solution was then quickly added to 1 mL of CB under vigorous

stirring to immediately form PNPLs. The as-prepared PNPL solution was then

filtered by the 0.22 mm PTFE filter. 1 mL of the final solution was then mixed with

1 mL PMMA solution (300 mg/mL in CB) to form the PNPLs-PMMA composites for

LSC fabrication. PNPL films without PMMA were fabricated by drop-casting the

filtered PNPL solution on the glass substrate directly and dried under vacuum for

20 min.

Absorption Measurements

Optical absorption spectra were measured with a Perkin Elmer 950 UV-vis-NIR spec-

trometer equipped with an integrating sphere for thin-film measurements.

X-Ray Diffraction Measurements

X-ray diffractograms were recorded using a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 powder X-ray

diffractometer equipped with a NaI scintillation counter and using monochromat-

ized Cu Ka radiation (l = 1.5406 Å), with a detector angle (2q) step of 0.02�.

GIWAXS Measurements

GIWAXS measurements were conducted at the Hard X-ray MicroAnalysis (HXMA)

beamline of the Canadian Light Source (CLS). An energy of 17.998 keV (l =

0.6888 Å) was selected using a Si(111) monochromator. Patterns were collected

on a SX165 CCD camera (Rayonix) placed at a distance of 155 mm from the sample.

A lead beamstop was used to block the direct beam. Images were calibrated using

LaB6 and processed via the Nika41 software package and the GIXSGUI42 MATLAB

plugin.

TEM Measurements

TEM analysis was carried out with a Titan TEM (FEI Company) operating at a beam en-

ergy of 300 keV and equipped with a Tridiem post-column energy filter (Gatan, Inc.).

AFM Measurements

AFM measurements were done with an Asylum Research Cypher operating in tap-

ping mode with an AC240TM-R3 probe. The collected data were processed via

the WSxM software.43

Transient Absorption Measurements

Femtosecond laser pulses of a 1,030 nm fundamental beam at a 5 kHz repetition rate

were produced using a regenerative amplified Yb:KGW laser (PHAROS, Light
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Conversion). Part of the fundamental beam was used to pump an optical parametric

amplifier (ORPHEUS, Light Conversion) to serve as a narrowband pump, while the

other part was focused into a sapphire crystal to generate a white-light supercontin-

uum probe (400–1,000 nm window with various optical filters). Both the pump and

probe pulses were directed into a commercial TA spectrometer (Helios, Ultrafast).

Delaying the probe pulse relative to the pump provides a time window of up to

8 ns, and the time resolution of these experiments was �300 fs (estimated by the

rise time of signal amplitudes in TA spectra).

Fabrication of LSCs

For large-area device, 4 mL of PNPLs-PMMA composites was poured onto a glass

substrate (10 3 10 cm). To form a uniform solution film, a glass rod was swiftly trans-

lated over the substrate. The film was then dried under vacuum for 2 h tomake all the

solvent fully evaporated. For small-area device (2.5 3 2.5 cm), composites were

drop-casted on the substrate directly and dried under vacuum for 20 min.

In Situ Photoluminescence Measurements

During the formation of PNPLs in solution, the emitted light is collected and focused

through a lens and connected to a visible spectrophotometer (Ocean Optics USB

2000) using an optical fiber. The integration time is 50 ms for the 0% CB samples

and 10 ms for the 50% and 70% CB samples, respectively. A 375 nm ultraviolet light

emitting diode was used as the excitation source.

Photoluminescence Measurements

PL spectra for PNPLs-PMMA composite films were recorded using a Horiba Fluoro-

log system equipped with a single grating and a time-correlated single-photon

counting detector. For steady-state PL measurements, the excitation source is a

monochromated Xe lamp. For time-resolved PL, we used a 504 nm laser diode

with the overall time resolution of Dt � 0.11 ns. PLQY measurements were imple-

mented by coupling aQuanta-Phi integrating sphere to the Flurolog system with op-

tical fiber bundles. For all PLQY measurements, the Fluorolog was set to an excita-

tion wavelength at 500 nmwith a 5 nm bandpass for both the excitation and emission

slits to ensure high signal-to noise ratios. OQE was obtained by subtracting PLQY of

the film with clear edges from that of the film with edges blocked by black carbon

paint.

J-V Measurements on Perovskite LSCs

Polycrystalline silicon (c-Si) solar cells (500 mA/0.5 V, Solar Made) with an area of

2.5 3 5 cm were used for LSC characterization. The PV cell was attached to one

edge of an LSC with black tape covering the area of the cell exposed outside of

the LSC edge. To measure the current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of c-Si so-

lar cells and the LSC-PV system, a Keithley 2400 sourcemeter was used under out-

door conditions on a sunny day. The LSC film was perpendicular to the direct

beam component of irradiance.
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